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THE REPOWEREU BATTLE PLAN 
TO END EUROPE’S DEPENDENCE ON RUSSIAN GAS

Th is article aims to highlight the lines of action around which the REPowerEU plan 
adopted by the European Commission in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
is structured and through which the EU wishes to end its dependence on fossil fuels, 
particularly Russian ones, by saving energy, diversifying sources of supply and accelerating 
the transition to clean energy.
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For many years, Europe has been facing a multitude of major challenges. Firstly, 
an energy challenge, as Europe consumes far more resources than it produces. 
Secondly, an environmental challenge resulting from global warming, which 
implies a radical change in the way energy is produced and consumed in 
Europe. And fi nally, an economic and fi nancial challenge that limits Europe’s 
ability to fi nd solutions quickly. 

However, Russia’s air, sea and land off ensive against Ukraine on 24 Feb-
ruary 2022, which was marked by a surge in gas prices, has plunged Europe 
into an unprecedented energy crisis and put the issue of energy security back 
on the agenda, given that Russia’s war against Ukraine has had a major impact 
on the gas sector. 
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Indeed, in 2021, the EU consumed 400 billion m3 of gas, 45% of which 
came from Russia, i.e. 155 billion m3 [1]. Russia is the leading supplier of natural 
gas to the EU-27 1. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine therefore poses a very serious 
threat to Europe’s security of gas supply and pushes up the price of gas to 
unprecedented levels, although it is important to mention that dependence on 
Russian gas should be measured along two axes: the importance of gas in the 
national energy mix and the importance of Russian gas in national gas con-
sumption. For example, countries with a high share of gas in their national 
consumption, such as the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Romania, 
import little Russian gas and are only moderately aff ected by the Russian-
Ukrainian confl ict, whereas countries such as Belgium, Finland and the Czech 
Republic are highly dependent on Russian gas imports, albeit for a limited 
share of their energy mix. 

Europe is therefore working on an alternative emergency strategy. Th e 
European energy ministers have been debating for months to fi nd a way out of 
the crisis. For its part, the European Commission has put the REPowerEU plan 
on the table, with the ambition of becoming independent of Russian gas by 2027.

More than a question of feasibility, it is the very short time frame that Euro-
peans face in their quest for independence from Russian gas that is frightening. 
Caught by the throat by the invasion of Ukraine, the EU cannot avoid any 
eventuality, not even the worst. It fi nds itself in a very bleak scenario in which 
Russia has deliberately stopped its exports to Poland, Bulgaria and Finland [2], 
just as it has sharply reduced its shipments to others such as Germany or Italy. 
France has not been supplied with Russian gas for months. 

For this reason, the EU countries have closely coordinated their actions to 
combat this price increase and scarcity of supply, especially as they could not 
continue to be dependent on a supplier with whom they diff er on many issues 
in various fi elds. Th e coordination of the EU countries’ actions has therefore 
resulted in the presentation of the REPowerEU plan, which aims to make 
Europe independent of Russian fossil fuels well before 2030. 

And in the event of even greater deterioration, the last and most radical 
solution is to cut off  the gas supply. Th is is called load shedding. It is not a 
matter of blindly cutting off  gas, but of identifying the biggest consumers, 
oft en industrialists, and targeting the essential or less essential sectors. Th e 
aim is to protect consumers as much as possible and to continue to supply 
hospitals, of course. Moreover, in April 2022, France adopted a decree along 
these lines. Th e text authorises gas operators to turn off  the tap if necessary. 
At the end of June 2022, Germany activated level two of its emergency plan 
(on a scale of three) in anticipation of a gas shortage. 

Th e fact remains that in this quest for freedom, Europe’s solidarity is being 
put to the test. Th e degree of dependence on Russian gas varies greatly from one 
country to another [3]. While many Central and Eastern European countries, 
1 French Senate. Union européenne — Russie: quelles relations? Paris, France, 2023. 

URL: https://www.senat.fr/rap/r06-307/r06-30714.html (accessed on: 20/02/2023).
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such as Slovakia and the Baltic States, depend entirely on Russia for their gas 
supplies, the share of Russian gas is 80% in Poland, 65% in Austria, 37% in 
Germany and Italy and 24% in France 2. Europe must therefore release the 
necessary funds to help those countries that will be more aff ected than others. 

For this is also Russia’s interest: to divide Europe through the energy 
prism and thwart the EU’s stated objectives. Th e more worried European 
countries are, the more they will tend to tone down their support for Ukraine. 
Th e Russian leadership fi gures that people will not last long in their support 
for the Ukrainians if this results in shortages, a new price hike, or both. 

While the EU has accelerated its timetable for reducing its imports of 
Russian oil, the path may be more tortuous for gas. Th e EU must be prepared 
for the fact that the European timetable will not necessarily go smoothly. 
Russia will disrupt the European agenda. 

Politically, economically and socially, a gas shortage is inconceivable for 
the EU. Inconceivable, but not impossible, which is why the emergency measu-
res of the REPowerEU plan and the accompanying complementary measures 
are so important.

IMPORTANCE OF GAS FOR 
THE EUROPEAN UNION
In 2021, the 27 EU countries consumed 412 billion m³ of gas 2 as shown in the 
following Figure 1.

Gas is mainly used in Europe for power generation, home heating and 
industrial processes as shown in the Figure 2. More than 30% of EU households 
2  Ibid.
3 European Commission, 2021 URL: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/fr/infographics/

eu-gas-supply/ (accessed on: 17/03/2023).

Fig. 1. EU gas consumption
Source: Energy balance fl ow for, Directorates-General of the European Commission. 
Eurostat, 2022. URL: https://energyindustryreview.com/analysis/eu-gas-consumption-
and-production-in-q1-2020/ (accessed on: 17/03/2023).
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use gas to heat their homes, so the 
situation is perilous in Europe, 
which is at the epicentre of energy 
market turbulence as highlighted 
by the Executive Director of the 
International Energy Agency [4].

More than 30% is used for the 
production of electricity and heat, 
24% by households, 22.6% by in-
dustry and 10.6% by the service 

industry. Other energy and non-energy uses represent just over 11%. It should be 
noted that Euro pean gas production (excluding Russia) has been declining 
since the mid-2000s, despite strong growth in Norwegian production over the 
last 30 years as shown in the fol lowing Figure 3.

Th e EU’s domestic production represents 12% of its consumption in 
2022 [6]. Th is domestic production of the EU-27 (excluding the UK) appears 
to be in terminal decline, given the state of reserves and the maturity of 
production. Th e fi rst factor in this decline is the drying up of many fi elds in 
the North Sea, a phenomenon that also concerns the United Kingdom, whose 
extractions began to decline in 2000.

In this context, it is clear that if Russian gas stops fl owing, alternative 
supply measures will not be enough. Indeed, Russia is not only the world’s 
largest gas exporter, but also the largest exporter of gas to Europe [7]. Moreover, 
it has always been the largest supplier of natural gas to the EU [8], which is 
why Europe needs to consider contingency plans such as REPowerEU, 
especially as gas imports from Russia are diverse and varied, as shown in the 
following Figure 4.

EUROPEAN UNION REPOWEREU PLAN

Ukraine, torn between East and West, has already been confronted with an 
ultimatum from Russia in the spring of 2014, the consequences of which were 
limited [9], which has not been the case since 24 February 2022, when the 
Russian off ensive in Ukraine began. A war that has come to represent a military 
and civilisational challenge for both the Western world and Russia, similar to 
many of the great battles of the past: Pearl Harbour, Stalingrad, etc [10, p. 68].

It is worth recalling that the Russian Federation and Ukraine are indeed 
two distinct and internationally recognised states, but their respective histories 
are closely intertwined and their populations very close [11, p. 95], yet for 

Fig. 2. Gas use in the EU
Source: Eurostat, 2023. https://www.con-
silium.europa.eu/fr/infographics/eu-
gas-supply/ (accessed on: 19/03/2023).
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Ukrainian elites, Russia does not want to recognise an identity of its own and 
does not accept Ukraine’s independence unless it is compatible with Russian 
interests [12, p. 258]. To quote the fi rst Ukrainian president, Leonid Kravchuk, 
’Russia is the key problem of Ukraine’ [13, p. 49].

Th ese are the reasons why several heads of government early on thought 
that special attention should be paid to the Russian-Ukrainian relationship 
[14, p. 9]. Th e demonstration in late 2013 in Ukraine following the Ukrainian 
government’s refusal to sign a new agreement with the EU, followed by Pre-

Fig. 3. Europe’s gas production (excluding Russia)
Source: [5, p. 12].

Fig. 4. EU gas imports from Russia
Source: International Energy Agency, 2022. URL: https://www.iea.org/news/how-
europe-can-cut-natural-gas-imports-from-russia-signifi cantly-within-a-year (acces-
sed on: 20/03/2023).
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sident Yanukovych’s fl ight from Ukraine and Russia’s annexation of Crimea, 
had already attracted global attention [15].

In the end, history proved them right. Th is attention was “rather belatedly” 
translated into the adoption by the European Commission of several proposals 
under the REPowerEU plan, which aims to reduce the EU’s dependence on Rus sian 
gas by 100 % from 2027. Today, although the EU’s dependence on Russia has been 
reduced to reasonable proportions, gas is still Europe’s ’Achilles heel’ [16, p. 72].

Th e plan sets out a series of measures to rapidly reduce dependence on 
Russian fossil fuels and accelerate the green transition, while strengthening 
the resilience of the EU’s energy system. 

It is based on the development of the EU’s collaboration with its international 
partners to fi nd alternative sources of energy supply, including gas. It is also 
based on the savings that every European citizen, business and organisation is 
called upon to make on the basis that even small changes in behaviour can 
make a signifi cant diff erence to gas and other consumption. And fi nally, it is 
based on accelerating the transition to clean energy, i.e. to renewable energies, 
including alternatives to gas, by stimulating massive investment in the renewable 
energy sector and enabling industry and transport to replace fossil fuels as 
quickly as possible.

To achieve these goals, the REPowerEU plan is therefore based on three 
pillars that we will analyse through the prism of energy justice, which takes 
into account the fair distribution of the benefi ts and burdens of the energy 
system [17]. 

1. Diversifi cation of gas supply. Europe plans to diversify its gas supply 
sources through increased imports of liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) and pipe-
line gas from non-Russian suppliers, as well as increased production and 
import volumes of biomethane and hydrogen. 

Th e unprecedented imports of liquefi ed natural gas in January 2022 
ensured security of gas supply for the winter of 2022. Th e EU could import an 
additional 50 bcm of LNG from Qatar, the US, Egypt and West Africa on an 
annual basis. With the diversifi cation of pipeline supplies from Azerbaijan, 
Algeria and Norway, the EU could reduce its energy dependence on Russian 
gas by an additional 10 bcm 4. 

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, gas imports from Russia to the EU 
have been signifi cantly reduced (Fig. 5). Th is has been off set mainly by a 
sharp increase in liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) imports, particularly from the 
US, whose Secretary of State Antony Blinken has said “it’s bigger than a 
confl ict between two countries. It’s bigger than Russia and NATO. It’s a crisis 
with global consequences, and it requires global attention and action” [18].

Russia’s market share was around 45% until early 2021. Th is share decreased 
to around 40% the following year [19]. Since then, the share of Russian gas has 
continued to decline and the market shares of other suppliers have continued 
4 International Energy Agency, 2022. URL: https://www.iea.org/reports/never-too-early-

to-prepare-for-next-winter (accessed on: 05/04/2023). 
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to grow. Th is process accelerated in 2022 in particular. Since June 2022, Russia’s 
share of EU gas imports has been below 20%. In November 2022, it stood at 
12.9%. Between January and November 2022, Russia (pipeline gas and LNG 
imports) accounted for less than a quarter of gas imports into the EU. Another 
quarter came from Norway, and 11.6% from Algeria. LNG imports (excluding 
Russia) mainly from the US, Qatar and Nigeria amounted to 25.7% 5. 

It is important to mention that the relationship with Russia in this area has 
regularly been a divisive political factor among EU members [20, p. 8]. Indeed, 
before the Russian-Ukrainian war, important European states (led by Germany 
and France) chose to increase their dependence on Russian gaswhile they alrea-
dy used the adjective “alternative” to designate energy resources located beyond 
Russian territory [21, p. 104], which clearly demonstrates that these European 
countries were aware of their dependence on Russian gas, but did not put in 
place any serious policy to reduce this dependence. Th eir choices were motivated 
by greed, as expressed by the Vice-President of the European Com mission 6, a 
greed that Europe is now paying a high price both economically and morally.

5 Council of the European Union, 2022. URL: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/
infographics/eu-gas-supply/ (accessed on: 02/04/2023).

6 Vestager M. European Commission, Brussels, Belgium, 2022. URL: https://publika.skema.
edu/war-ukraine-escalation-risk-geopolitical-reshuffl  e/ (accessed on: 06/04/2023). 

Fig. 5. Share of gas delivered to the EU by Russia
Source: European Commission, 2022. URL: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/fr/in-
fographics/eu-gas-supply/ (accessed on: 19/03/2023).
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Indeed, as a result of the drop in Russian gas supplies to Europe, the who-
lesale price of gas has increased eightfold, bringing with it the price of electricity. 
Th e inability of the EU-27 to implement a total embargo on Russian hydrocarbons 
has led them, since the beginning of the war, to pay 120 billion euros in oil and 
gas to Russia, i.e. double the Russian military budget in 2021 [22, p. 10].

It should be mentioned that for EU countries, diversifi cation of gas supply 
sources must necessarily be accompanied by diversifi cation of supply routes from 
Russia to the West. Th e main problem for the EU is therefore to design more 
pipelines to meet its growing energy needs. In this regard, the issue of harmo-
nization of gas supply to the EU countries requires that these countries overcome 
all obstacles to harmonization of gas supply and make all possible eff orts that will 
allow them to diversify and improve the quality of gas supply [21, p. 107-110].

2. Reduction in the use of fossil fuels. Th e REPowerEU measures reinforce 
the existing Fit for 55 targets [5, p. 12], which if fully implemented would reduce 
EU gas consumption by 30% by 2030. Th e European Commission has proposed 
to strengthen the proposals of the “Fit for 55” package, by increasing the binding 
target of reducing energy consumption from 9% to 13% by passing on the extra 
cost of gas to consumers through higher heating fuel prices [23, p. 8]. Th e 
energy savings the EU will make today will help it prepare for the potential 
challenges of the winters of 2023. As it is known that “Th e cheapest and safest 
energy is the energy we don’t consume”, it is therefore essential for the EU to 
make energy savings in all sectors: energy, buildings, transport. 

On 20 July 2022, faced with further cuts in Russian gas supplies, the Euro-
pean Commission decided to accelerate its actions to free itself from its depen-
dence on Russian gas. Th us, the Commission has proposed to reduce gas de-
mand, with a clear objective: to reduce gas consumption in Europe by 15% by 
spring 2023. In addition, in the event of a serious risk of gas shortage or excep-
tionally high demand, the Commission will be able to trigger, aft er consulting 
the Member States, a “Union alert” on security of supply, which would impose 
a mandatory reduction in gas demand on all Member States. 

All consumers, public administrations, households, public building owners, 
electricity suppliers and industry can and should take action to save gas. Simple 
individual actions can help reduce consumption. For example, turning down the 
thermostat by one degree saves the EU 10 billion m3 of Russian gas imports.

3. Massive development of renewable energies. Th e REPowerEU Plan 
fore sees a massive deployment of renewable energy. Th e European Commission 
pro poses to increase the 2030 renewable energy target from 40% to 45%. Th is 
would bring total renewable energy capacity to 1236 GW by 2030, up from 
511 GW today 7. 

Th e European Commission has also presented new proposals to unlock 
the potential of solar energy as a major renewable energy source in the EU. By 

7 European Commission, 2022. URL: https://france.representation.ec.europa.eu/infor ma-
tions/leurope-peut-elle-se-passer-du-gaz-russe-2022-10-20_fr (accessed on: 02/04/2023). 
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accelerating the deployment of rooft op photovoltaic systems by 15 TWh in 
2022, the EU could save an additional 2.5 billion m3 of gas. In addition, the 
EU’s specifi c solar energy strategy aims to double solar PV capacity by 2025 
and install 600 GW of generation capacity by 2030 8. 

In concrete terms, this translates into a legal obligation for certain categories 
of buildings to be equipped with solar panels. All new public and commercial 
buildings over 250 m3 must be equipped with solar panels by 2026 and all new 
residential buildings by 2029. 

Th e public consultation launched by the European Commission on solar 
energy has confi rmed that one of the biggest obstacles to the deployment of 
rooft op photovoltaic systems is the lengthy and complex administrative permit-
ting process. Th e Commission will make further legislative proposals to ensure 
that permitting times are reduced to a maximum of 3 months for rooft op solar 
installations.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES TO THE REPOWEREU PLAN 
Th e implementation of the measures recommended in the REPowerEU plan 
will be accompanied by two complementary emergency measures. Th e fi rst is a 
mechanism to cap the price of gas, while the second is the construction of new 
nuclear reactors, the extension of the life expectancy of some others or the 
restarting of others that were shut down since the Fukushima nuclear accident.

1. Gas price cap. Following the measures undertaken by EU countries 
under the REPowerEU plan to reduce their dependence on Russian gas, EU 
energy ministers reached an agreement on 19 December 2022 to limit excessive 
gas prices. Th e agreement came aft er months of debate on whether or not to 
implement a price cap on imports into Europe.

Under the agreement, gas prices on the EU’s main trading point will be 
capped if they exceed €180 per megawatt hour (MWh) for three consecutive 
working days and if they are more than €35/MWh higher than world gas 
prices for those three days [24]. 

“From the start, we had a common objective: to keep prices under control 
while preserving security of supply. Today, we have achieved this objective”, 
said the Belgian Minister of Energy 9. Belgium was one of the main supporters 
of the cap.

Under this measure, known as the “market correction mechanism”, the prices 
of one-month, three-month and one-year derivatives will be capped at a certain 
level depending on the price of liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) on the world market.

8 Repowereu: Le plan de l’Europe vise à doubler la capacité solaire photovoltaïque d’ici à 
2025. Actu Europe, Grand programme, Politique (20-05-2022). L’Echo du Solaire. 2022. 
May 20. URL: https://www.lechodusolaire.fr/repowereu-le-plan-de-leurope-vise-a-
doub ler-la-capacite-solaire-photovoltaique-dici-a-2025/ (accessed on: 02/04/2023). 

9 Van de Straeten T. Ministry of Energy. Brussels, Belgium. 2022. URL: https://www.cnbc.
com/2022/12/19/european-union-approves-cap-on-natural-gas-prices.html
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Th e mechanism, which will be implemented for one year, could also be 
rolled out to other trade points through a second legislative proposal from 
the European Commission, expected by spring 2023.

However, while Poland welcomed the EU ministers’ agreement on a gas 
price cap of €180/MWh, some countries, notably Germany, were not convinced 
by the measure [24]. In their view, a price cap could jeopardise security of 
supply by restricting the ability of companies to buy LNG on world markets.

For his part, German Vice-Chancellor Robert Habeck stressed that new 
measures had been taken to avoid a gas shortage. “I can say that with the 
instruments we have introduced as safety buff ers, we have enough instruments 
to avoid this shortage” 10. 

In the end, Berlin supported the proposal in exchange for more ambitious 
renewable energy legislation, but Hungary voted against the measure and the 
Netherlands and Austria abstained. 

“I continue to be concerned about major disruptions in the European 
energy market, the fi nancial implications and, above all, I am concerned about 
the security of the European energy supply,” said the Dutch Energy Minister 11. 

Th e cap has been in place since 15 February 2023 for a period of one year. 
Th e EU Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) will 
monitor the markets and, if the thresholds are reached, will indicate on its 
website that transactions cannot exceed a “dynamic supply limit”.

Th is limit will be composed of the LNG reference price plus €35/MWh. 
A fl oor price will also be introduced: even if the LNG reference price is below 
€145/MWh, the price cannot be lower than this amount plus €35 12.

Once activated, the dynamic limit will be in place for at least 20 working 
days. It can be deactivated automatically if the dynamic supply limit is below 
180€/MWh for three consecutive working days or if an energy emergency is 
declared at regional or Union level 13.

However, the limits that trigger the cap are considerably lower than those 
initially proposed by the European Commission. Indeed, the original proposal 
for a gas price cap was described by many countries as unnecessary, as it would 
not have prevented prices from spiking in August 2022. Indeed, some countries 
believe that a lower cap means that the mechanism is more likely to come into 
eff ect and be in place for longer. 

10 Habeck R. Chancellerie fédérale. Berlin, Germany, 2022. URL: https://www.euractiv.
com/section/energy-environment/news/eu-seals-deal-on-gas-price-cap-aft er-months-
of-wrangling/

11 Jetten R. Ministry of Climate and Energy Policy. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2022. URL: 
https://watt-logic.com/2022/12/23/eu-gas-price-cap/

12 Sikela J. Ministry of Industry and Trade. Prague, Czech Republic, 2022. URL: https://
www.afr.com/world/europe/eu-countries-agree-gas-price-cap-to-contain-energy-
crisis-20221220-p5c7mq

13 Council of the European Union, 2022. URL: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/
press/press-releases/2022/12/19/council-agrees-on-temporary-mechanism-to-limit-
excessive-gas-prices/
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For example, at the end of 2022, gas prices on the main EU gas trading 
point exceeded €188/MWh (a level previously set for the cap) on 43 days and 
consecutively on 40 days (Fig. 6).

When asked about the reduction in the cap compared to the Commission’s 
original proposal, the European Commissioner for Energy said: ’We warned 
Member States of the risks and if the parameters were to be reduced, the 
safeguards would have to be strengthened and that’s exactly what happened. 
Now additional protective measures have been put in place” 14.

2. Return to nuclear power. Nuclear energy is the European Union’s 
leading source of low-carbon electricity. As such, it plays a major role in the 
face of soaring gas prices. In its March 2022 communication, the International 
Energy Agency explains that if the four reactors due to close this year in the 
European Union (one in Belgium and three in Germany) were kept in operation, 
this would save one billion m3 of gas per month, or about 8% of the gas imported 
by the EU from Russia 15.

Th e situation is even more serious than that because the IEA has only 
quantifi ed the impact of the closures planned for this year, yet other reactors 

Fig. 6. TTF Front-Month Price vs Proposed Cap, €/MWh
Source: S&P Global, 2022. URL: https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/ci/
research-analysis/energy.html

14 Kadri S. European Energy Commission, Brussels, Belgium. 2022. URL: https://www.
euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/eu-seals-deal-on-gas-price-cap-aft er-
months-of-wrangling/

15 International Energy Agency, 2022. URL: https://www.cea.fr/english/Documents/
european-positions/2022-06-REPowerEU-english.pdf 
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are due to close in the coming years in Europe. As the European Union seeks 
to urgently reduce its dependence on Russian gas by all means, it is essential 
that it considers this lever and mentions it clearly.

Th ese are the reasons why the European energy scene has seen a dramatic 
turnaround in the future of nuclear power since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
As the invasion turned energy shortages into a full-blown energy crisis, 
nuclear power plants slated for closure across Europe were given a last-minu-
te reprieve. 

France, which had planned to reduce its reliance on nuclear power during 
President Macron’s fi rst term in offi  ce, has backtracked and now plans to build 
six new reactors and a good dozen small modular reactors. In recent months, 
French supporters of nuclear power have received some reinforcement. Indeed, 
nuclear power has its defenders, especially for its very low carbon dioxide 
emissions, but also its detractors, notably because of the delicate storage of 
waste [25]. 

Th e UK has launched an ambitious plan to build eight new reactors and 
16 small modular reactors, while Germany, an anti-nuclear country, has given 
in to the reality of the geopolitical energy context and extended the life of its 
last three remaining nuclear plants [26 p. 18].

Even environmental activist Greta Th unberg is no longer opposed to 
nuclear power. On 12 October 2022, the young activist was invited to discuss 
the country’s troubled energy policy on the German television channel ARD. 
In response to a question from the journalist about the value of nuclear 
energy today, the young woman unexpectedly replied: “Since the nuclear 
power plants are there, it would be a mistake to close them down and resort 
to coal-fi red power plants. Greta Th unberg is undoubtedly showing common 
sense: in an emergency, especially since gas prices are soaring and hitting the 
wallets of German companies and individuals, who are very dependent on 
Russian gas, it is better to run nuclear reactors, which emit about 70 times less 
CO2 into the air than coal-fi red power stations [27]. 

In October 2021, ministers from ten countries signed a platform in support 
of nuclear generation [25]. Th e signatories (France, Romania, Czech Republic, 
Finland, Slovakia, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Poland and Hungary) 16 claim 
that nuclear energy protects European consumers from price volatility, while 
gas prices have been rising sharply for several months. In sum, there are about 
ten pro-nuclear states in the European Union, including states that were not 
pro-nuclear and are becoming so.

In parallel to the signing of this platform, other countries have also put 
forward their nuclear energy policies. Th e UK government has announced its 
intention to decarbonise the country’s electricity system by 2035, instead of 

16 La France et neuf autres pays européens plaident pour le nucléaire. La Tribune. 2021. Oct 11. 
URL: https://www.latribune.fr/entreprises-fi nance/industrie/ener gie-en vi ronnement/
la-france-et-neuf-autres-pays-europeens-plaident-pour-le-nucleaire-894093.html
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the previous target of 2050. Th e plan aims to build a secure domestic energy 
sector, including nuclear power, which reduces dependence on fossil fuels 
and exposure to gas price volatility. 

For its part, Finland, which generates 30% of its electricity from nuclear 
power, has also confi rmed that it will defend nuclear power in the European 
Green Taxonomy 17. Th is move demonstrates the shift  in the Finnish Green 
Party (a member of the government) in recent years. Th e Green Party was 
historically opposed to nuclear power, but this ideological opposition has 
given way to a more pragmatic orientation in recent years.

Th e return to nuclear power is a ray of hope for Europe in a very dark 
geopolitical context. Despite signifi cant progress in the cost and viability of re-
ne wables, the energy crisis reminds Europe of the world’s continued dependence 
on fossil fuels. 

Europe, arguably the richest and greenest area of the world economy and 
a region that has invested trillions of euros over the past 20 years in its 
transition to renewable energy, has been forced into a mad dash to replace 
Russian gas with nuclear power.

CONCLUSION 
Since the outbreak of the Russian-Ukrainian confl ict, Europe has been trying 
to guarantee both its energy independence and its climate neutrality. In order 
to move away from Russian hydrocarbons, and gas in particular, as quickly as 
possible, the European Commission has outlined a course of action in an action 
plan entitled REPowerEU, together with secondary emergency measures.

Th e plan includes a series of measures to address, among other things, 
rising gas prices in Europe and to replenish gas stocks for the coming winter. 
While Europe has been facing rising gas prices for several months, the current 
uncertainty of supply is compounding the problem.

Th e current context makes it imperative to put in place a common EU energy 
policy in the gas sector in order to guarantee all Europeans, wherever they are, 
their security of gas supply at reasonable and stable prices while ensuring sus-
tainable development and the transition to a low carbon Union.

Such a common policy in the gas sector will not be achieved in one go, 
and the necessary discussions will have to take time. But Europe cannot 
aff ord to wait indefi nitely, and despite the measures decided in the framework 
of the REPowerEU plan and the complementary emergency measures that 
accompany them, Europe is experiencing recurrent diffi  culties in imple-
menting such a common policy. Moreover, isolated national solutions, for 
both large and small states, are showing their limits, and further increase the 

17 Dix membres de l’UE plaident en faveur du nucléaire. Forum Nuclear. 2021. Oct 13. 
URL: https://www.forumnucleaire.be/actus/nouvelle/dix-membres-de-lue-plaident-en-
faveur-du-nucleaire
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risk of divergent, even confl icting, responses to the challenges posed by the 
Russian-Ukrainian war.

In order to overcome the multiple blocking factors, and the doubts as to 
the current capacity of the European Union to face these challenges together, a 
new approach must be set in motion, aiming at a more advanced level of in-
tegration and solidarity. Because gas sector issues have their own specifi cities, 
which are not limited to securing gas supply at very reasonable prices, they call 
for specifi c rules and a comprehensive approach, integrating economic, envi-
ronmental, political and strategic aspects.

Th e European Union must be able to act as a subject state vis-à-vis its 
external partners, whether gas producing or transit countries, in order to 
ensure that no third country can reduce its gas supplies in a targeted manner. 
Th is implies being able to pool adequate supply capacities.

Finally, in the event of a major gas crisis, common strategic reserves must 
be available and distributed throughout Europe in a spirit of solidarity. Th is 
is why we recommend in our study that priority be given to:

• the establishment of ambitious economic instruments for the fi nancing 
of joint research and development projects in the gas sector; 

• deepening and structuring cooperation around the establishment of 
genuine energy networks with a European dimension; 

• the creation of gas purchasing groups to facilitate supplies from foreign 
suppliers, thus giving strength and coherence to the EU’s external policy in 
this area.

Th ese various seemingly technical and limited recommendations will 
nevertheless bring about a decisive change, paving the way for more coope-
ration and solidarity in the gas sector.
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ДІЙОВИЙ ПЛАН 
REPOWEREU ДЛЯ ПОДОЛАННЯ ЗАЛЕЖНОСТІ 
ЄВРОПИ ВІД РОСІЙСЬКОГО ГАЗУ

Через вісім років після анексії Криму РФ розв’язала один з наймасштабніших на 
пострадянському просторі воєнно-дипломатичних конфліктів. Цей конфлікт 
спричиняє численні потрясіння, серед яких чільне місце належить європейській 
енергетичній безпеці. Особливо потерпає Європа, яка сильно залежить від ро-
сійського газу.

На запрошення глав держав і урядів Європейського Союзу, які зібралися на 
Версальському саміті 10—11 березня 2022 р., Європейська комісія, яка раптово 
усвідомила свою залежність від російського газу, представила план REPowerEU, 
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що має на меті відповісти на наслідки війни в Україні, зробивши ЄС незалежним 
від російського викопного палива, особливо газу.

Проаналізовано напрями дій, навколо яких побудований план Європейсь-
кого Союзу REPowerEU, щодо усунення залежності від російського газу, а також 
додаткові заходи, які його супроводжують. Розглянуто європейський газовий 
ринок, підкреслено важливість газу для Європи та її залежність від російського 
газу. Описано серію заходів, ужитих у рамках плану REPowerEU, які спрямовані 
на швидке зменшення залежності від російського газу і прискорення «зеленого» 
переходу з одночасним підвищенням стійкості енергетичної системи Європейсь-
кого Союзу. Висвітлено два основних надзвичайних заходи, які супроводжують 
план REPowerEU.

Ключові слова: Європейський Союз; російський газ; план REPowerEU; газова не-
залежність.
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